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CAMELCOIN

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Camelcoin does not represent the
ownership or equity of any company, but
rather represents its utility value, as
described in the Camelcoin white paper.
The information in the white book may be
incomplete, and while we make every
effort to ensure that it is accurate and upto-date, it is by no means a professional
document.
Camelcoin does not warrant or accept any
legal liability arising out of or in
connection with the accuracy, reliability,
currency or completeness of the
information.
Potential holders of tokens or coins
should seek independent professional
advice before making any transaction
based on the information published in this
white book.
The information is published for reference
purposes only. In any case, Camelcoin
cannot refund buyers of tokens through
sales made during the ICO.
Camelcoin is not intended to generate
securities in any jurisdiction.
This white paper is not a prospectus or
public offering or purchase document and
is not intended to form an offer of
securities or an invitation to invest in
securities in any jurisdiction.
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ABOUT CAMELCOIN
A brief overview

The market for camel products has a huge potential. Unfortunately, there is a lack of
public awareness and much of the potential of the world's herds remains and will remain
untapped without structural change, alliance, universal promotion and official
recognition.
Although independent companies have had some success in a few countries, they are not
Although independent businesses have had some success in a few countries, they are not
doing enough, settling for demanding clients already committed to the cause.
Here are some of the main obstacles to optimizing the production of camel products and
gaining global recognition of their virtues:
The fragility of camel milk for transportation and preservation.
The remoteness of the herds in the often desert areas
Lack of communication and mutual aid between companies and countries
with large camel herds.
Lack of traceability of herds
A large informal community economy
Lack of certified and mediatized scientific research.
Lack of communication and information on the virtues of camel products

The camelcoin team aims to create and develop a cryptocurrency (Camelcoin),
design its own information exchange network (CameLink blockchain) and
facilitate the democratization and recognition of camel products in the world.
This triple solution will collectively help support the economic development of
all activities around camelids, stimulate innovation in all sectors of these
activities (food, cosmetics, tourism, textiles, sports, etc.) and improve the
position of these markets globally as well as create new income-generating
activities in particular areas in need.
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OUR VISION

We have found a solution to all these
problems: a cryptocurrency based in the
Sahara near the largest livestock and wild
animals, in a booming economic
environment with all the necessary means
and knowledge available.

CAMELCOIN PROJECT

THE CAMELCOIN

To achieve these big challenges and
goals, the camelcoin team has
launched several projects working
together to support, promote, and
gain recognition for camel products
globally as well as to strengthen
innovations and their impact on a
still fledgling economy.

Camelcoin is a crypto currency created
with the aim of developing economic
activities of camel products in the world
and their impact on disadvantaged rural
areas both in terms of employment and
human and ecological development. It
guarantees secure financing for
development projects as well as
traceability of funds to avoid any kind of
deviation whatsoever thanks to
blockchain technology.
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OUR VISION

THE CAMELINK
BLOCKCHAIN

The concept of industry 4.0 or industry of the
future corresponds to a new way of
organizing the means of production. This new
industry is the convergence of the virtual
world, digital design, management
(operations, finance and marketing) with the
products and objects of the real world. This is
one of the vital points of the CamelCoin
project and a major challenge.
Camelcoin, initially an ERC20 token on the
ethereum blockchain, will migrate to a faster
blockchain that is fully committed to the
values of the project, CameLink.

TOWARDS THE
RENAISSANCE OF
THE SILK ROAD
VERSION 4.0

Thanks to camelcoin and blockchain
technology, we will create the CameLink
ecosystem, which, as its name suggests,
will connect and facilitate communication
between all the actors of camel products
worldwide.

To date, only the United Arab Emirates have
international approval for the trade of camel

Breeders, manufacturers, researchers,
distributors, users, etc. each will be able

products mainly due to a lack of information

to have a detailed global vision throughout

and global coordination. It is time for the

the production chain, from the location of

African, American, Asian and Australian

the breeders to the nutritional quality of

protagonists to get out of their local

the products, in addition to a vision of

production and democratize their products of

animal welfare and processing techniques.

excellence.
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OUR VISION

THE CAMELINK
BLOCKCHAIN

All results from international
laboratories can be inserted, verified,
validated and approved in the CameLink

In addition to exchanges, the CameLink
will also ensure the creation of a quality
label and rapid progress in research and
innovation thanks to a reliable, updated
and tamper-proof database.
CameLink will also be an international

blockchain to become irrefutable and
absolute.
The potential and virtues of camel
products have been known for
thousands of years. Unfortunately,
today, this ancient knowledge is buried

laboratory in collaboration with the

under a mass of data and, due to a lack

African Agricultural Research Center that

of information and promotion, has

will make significant progress in the areas

remained cloistered within the herding

of camel milk preservation, therapeutic

communities and has spread very little

use of camel urine against cancer and

to the informed Muslim community. We

other autoimmune diseases in various

estimate that only 10% of camel milk

processes (capsules, powder, creams,

production is used today for food and

etc.), research on the use of camel milk in

commercial purposes, the rest has been

the fight against autism.

lost forever. It is time for change.

The use of dheroua (camel hump fat)
against all gastric diseases and skin
diseases, the effectiveness of camel
products against diabetes, and cholesterol
plagues.
The laboratory will become THE world
reference. Every breeder or manufacturer
of camel products on the planet will be
able to have their products analyzed free
of charge by DHL within 48 hours; the
credit will go to the CamelCoin
development funds to facilitate their
commercial and international
administrative procedures.

CamelCoin and CameLink provide a
platform where we will teach, educate
and convey what blockchain technology
is, how it is revolutionary and how it will
change the daily lives of millions of
people. Many projects, new ideas and
valuable information can be correlated
and thus helped in their creation and
launch to generate revenue generating
activities while providing medical, health
and wellness solutions to a whole
population that does not find its needs
in the main products on the markets.
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OUR VISION

THE BENEFITS OF CAMELCOIN

THE RETURN ON
INVESTMENT:

BUILD TRUST AND
CONFIDENTIALITY:

ADDITIONAL
BENEFITS:

1/4 of the actual profits
of the funded projects
will go back to
CamelCoin to continue
funding and developing
other projects, which
will allow for the
continuity of funds, an
increase in capital, and
thus an increase in the
intrinsic value of
CamelCoin.

Smart contracts will
disable exploitation,
bribery, animal abuse
and other abusive
business practices.
Camelcoin offers users
high standards of
security and privacy.

CamelCoin users
receive special
assistance from a team
of experts who work
with them on any
problem they may
encounter. A team is
also available to help
with the investment
during the private sale
and the ICO to
facilitate the purchase
of CamelCoin tokens.

CamelCoin is committed to moving
the financial progress of all players
in the sector from a secluded and
community-based model, when not
non-existent, to one that directly
assists entrepreneurs by reaching
out to them and offering them a
system to help with funding,
monitoring and management in a
sophisticated and free manner.

This will unleash the massive
commercial potential of the camel
market and create hundreds of
thousands of quality and
recognized jobs worldwide and
mainly in Africa.
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HOW DOES IT WORKS?
SOLVE THE LACK OF FUNDS WITH
CRYPTOGRAPHY

The most common problem with
starting a business or turning an
idea into reality is financing. Lack
of funding wastes human potential
and leads to underutilization or
exploitation of natural resources
and raw materials by others. This
is very true in the case of camels.
Herders, often nomads or tutors,
often underpaid foreigners,
exploit resources such as milk or
urine solely for personal use, and
the vast majority of these valuable
materials remain unused and are
lost forever.
Alternatively, in other cases, when
they sell their animals for meat,
third parties will exploit the
camels' fat and sell it at a high
price. Through support, funding
and monitoring of fair trade,
CamelCoin will ensure income and
a better quality of life for key
partners.

Banks often refuse to lend money
to those who "can do the most", so
these thousands of camel
entrepreneurs are left without
capital, mainly on the African
continent, who "could lift Africa out
of poverty if we gave them half a
chance". A Financial Times report
points out that "reducing private
capital's perception of risk in
investing in Africa and African
entrepreneurs should be the most
important objective. This is
precisely the idea behind the
creation of Camelcoin.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS
CAMELINK

reported outcomes have preliminary efficacy
and safety criteria."
Therefore, we will take the recent review by
Galil et al, 2016, with caution (The unique
medicinal properties of camel products: A
review of scientific evidence, Journal of
Taibah University Medical Sciences, BNNN

There is no shortage of criticism of the
medicinal and therapeutic 'virtues' of camel
milk or urine in the scientific literature, nor
are they sufficiently
and are not sufficiently supported by a critical
reading of the published results. Many
researchers love their object of study so much

(http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jtumed.2015.12.0
07). The effects of camel milk and urine on
diabetes, cancer, chronic hepatitis, hepatitis
C, and allergies are examined. The authors
then examine the "candidate molecules"
present in camel products that may explain
these effects: lactoferrin and
immunoglobulins.

that they tend to prove their certainties
through experiments, which are often open to

Finally, despite a promising title, the article

discussion, as evidenced by the article by

does not provide clear answers to the

Mihic et al, 2016 (The Therapeutic Effects of

questions of incontrovertible scientific

Camel Milk: A Systematic Review of
Animal and Human Trials. Journal of EvidenceBased Complementary & Alternative Medicine,
21(4),110-126))

evidence of the "health" effects of camel
products. Unless there is additional scrutiny,
researchers should be more involved in
recognized and indisputable protocols.
CameLink and its objective and independent

THE SOLUTION TO THE
DEMOCRATIZATION OF
CAMEL PRODUCTS !

laboratory is the missing link. Thus, thanks to
the research, dissemination and publication
of official results that will be engraved and
unforgeable on the blockchain, scientists
from all over the world will be able to benefit
together and in real time from all the

A systematic review of animal and human trials

advances and discoveries in order to be able

in the Journal of Evidence-Based

to test them in other conditions or on other

Complementary & Alternative Medicine, whose
conclusion is clear: "Evidence of an effect is
limited by the lack of relevant trials to avoid
many biases. Of the animal models studied,

species and thus have real results, which will
have a logical impact on the propagation of
CamelCoin products and a direct
consequence on the CamelCoin price.

most reported only surrogate results, and
many statistical tests are inappropriate,
increasing the risk of error. In addition, most
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CAMELINS PRODUCTS

We can see on this map
the location of camels
in the world.

Most of the population is located in economically developing countries. The global and sustainable
exploitation of camel farms is undoubtedly part of the solution.
Indeed, we can also observe on the other map that the economic activities due to the exploitation of the
farms are not proportional to the number of camels present on the territory; this proves that an urgent and
convincing development is needed.

HERE IS THE NUMBER OF
CAMELS IN AFRICAN AND
ASIAN COUNTRIES (IN
THOUSANDS OF HEADS)

In addition, most
camelid-related
economic activities
remain generally a local
economy based on
meat for immediate
consumption.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

POWDER
The first large-scale camel milk
freeze-drying station in Africa is
expected to open in the Moroccan
Sahara, with the camélis company
already being tested on the field.
Camelcoin will finance its
industrial- scale expansion as well
as the tests needed for nternational
commercialization.

TRANSFORMED

CamelCoin will initially finance
the expansion and upgrade to
the international sanitary
standards of the world's only
camel milk jam factory,
Carajmel, in the Moroccan
Sahara.

THE MILK

PURE
The first mobile camel milk
harvesting units are expected
to be established in the
Moroccan Sahara, Somalia, and
Ethiopia.

COSMETIC
CamelCoin will fund several
women's cooperatives that
manufacture gold and already many
cosmetics based on camel milk,
obtain the missing laboratory tests
for the worldwide dissemination of
these and ensure the logistics for
export.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

THE FAT
(OR DHEROUA)

PURE
The sale of this product will
provide farmers with significant
additional income.
CamelCoin and CameLink will
ensure the traceability of the raw
material and the fair trade by
connecting directly the farmers
and the processing laboratories.

TRANSFORMED

Dheroua can be used in many
forms to make medicines and
replace unpleasant fats in the
composition of many food
products.

COSMETIC
Camelcoin will contribute to the
development of these products
and other cooperatives in other
countries, including Mali and
Libya, in creating incomegenerating activities.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

THE URINE

PURE
Traditionally, camel urine has therapeutic properties used by all
nomadic camels around the world. Camel urine is one of the
ingredients of the traditional pharmacopoeia in many countries. In
the Arabian Peninsula, patients consume camel urine at a rate of 100
ml/d, alone or mixed with camel milk. Such a remedy is believed to
solve or assist in the treatment of a wide range of diseases.
Historically, the therapeutic use of camel urine is ancient and is
even mentioned in the Quran. Avicenna (980-1037), one of the most
excellent physicians of the medieval period, advocated its use.
CamelCoin will finance the research and exploitation of camel urine
in several countries, provide logistics for harvesting and bottling,
and in particular through the CameLink database, worldwide
scientific recognition of the virtues of this product.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

SPORT

RALLYES
Creation of a "Camelcoin Rally," which in
addition to engines will offer a special
enduro camel ride, and other events
exploiting the resources of the desert such
as sandboarding or kitesurfing will serve as
a promotional springboard for the project
and will have an impact on the Camelcoin
exchange rate thanks to the presence of
big names in motorsports.

ELITE STALLIONS

With blockchain technology and
breeding tracking, it will be easier to
identify the most suitable individuals
to race, breed specifically for the
sport, create elite studs, and
eventually improve genetic research
and crossbreeding.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

WOOL

TEXTILE
CamelCoin and CameLink will
revitalize the camel textile industry in
Africa and South America and fund
research into the properties of
different wools in insulation and urban
planning..

PAPER
CamelCoin and CameLink will carry
out the necessary work to develop,
support and industrialize the
techniques of transformation of camel
dung into ecological quality paper
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

HEALTH

The creation of the CamelPharm brand and label will enable global recognition and
popularization of camel care products in all their forms. It is a widely held but
incorrect belief that traditional currencies are less volatile and more stable than any
given virtual currency when the exact opposite is true. Physical currencies are
undeniably linked to global geopolitical changes, and any slight disruption in any of the
factors of the system leads to the total discredit of a centralized monetary form. These
factors are often political for some or difficult to identify for others. Virtual
currencies, which have an asset backing them (security tokens or stablecoins) on the
one hand or offer a specific utility on the other, can help create a financial system that
is unaffected by wars or economic pressures created by sanctions or boycotts. Using
decentralization and blockchain technology to unlock economic growth.
Credit risk is an important issue that we hope to address through Camelcoin. By
stabilizing the currency by introducing a cryptocurrency backed by a blockchain
system, we will improve confidence in partnerships and collaborations involving
foreign businesses.
This will stimulate economic growth across the board and level the playing field for
new entrepreneurs hoping to participate in global markets. The growth of a Saharabased crypto-currency will not change the way we do business. It will also lead to the
growth of the global market economy. Besides, what a dream to rediscover the
economic power of the Silk Road, which has been at the heart of international trade for
millennia with its caravans. Thanks to Blockchain technology linking all the camels of
the world.
A decentralized currency based in Africa will further encourage this growth by
facilitating the daily use of crypto-currencies in personal and commercial transactions.
Camelcoin also promotes the use and democratization of blockchain in underserved
market sectors by providing project founders with the technical and logistical
infrastructure through CameLink to succeed locally and globally.
The security offered by blockchain technology and the convenience and financial power
of crypto-currencies will also become the norm in most parts of the world. By
promoting the widespread use of Camelcoin and its CameLink network, we can ensure
the growth of camelink products and the development of the corner when the major
monetary transformation occurs, and we will then serve as pioneers and benchmarks.
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CAMELINS
PRODUCTS

HEALTH

By encouraging new businesses, Camelcoin provides a solid foundation for them to
grow quickly, securely and inexpensively. Allowing these businesses to use the
camelcoin database and CameLink provides a solid ecosystem for new entrepreneurs to
grow quickly and learn about blockchain technology safely..
This will allow Camelcoin to establish itself as a benchmark economic token with longterm value.
CameLink will provide strategic partnerships, professional advice, legal and health
information, etc. The benefits for camel players will be many:

seed Capital To Support And Launch Their First Business Models
Security And Protection through CameLink's legal and health services
Access to comparative data on the camLink blockchain with industry
competitors while avoiding conflicts of interest
An existing digital ecosystem
Strong Market Strategy
Networking Talent, Creators, And Professionals

In conclusion, CamelCoin is the missing link to the global growth of the entire camel product industry.
Thanks to blockchain technology, it will ensure quality actors, from breeders to distributors, who,
through a short and responsible circuit, will allow a new clientele to enjoy the virtues that come straight
from the deserts of the world. While benefiting from a label of excellence of quality and indisputable, a
new monitoring and new affordable rates. Thanks to the global network of the CameLink Blockchain and
the strong increase in production.
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TOKENOMICS

Powered by

Value of camelcoin utilities (CML):
A total of 17000000 camelcoin tokens have been created on the ethereum blockchain
Camelcoin's main objective is to provide development support to all camel product players,
from production to distribution, and to serve as the backbone of our global business model.
Camelcoin provides access to CameLink services. LMCs have been generated in limited numbers
to avoid inflation.
For a crypto-currency to succeed, it must drive a sustainable economy, which is why camelcoin
aims to strengthen economic performance in its field and encourages all project stakeholders
and participants to accept and use CML as currency. Purchasing products or paying suppliers,
or charging for camelcoin services will offer significant benefits and positively influence the
price of CML by creating volumes of cash.

Reasons for the success of the CamelCoin
crypto-economy
Like all economic systems, ours is based on supply and demand. The business model of
our project is to increase the distribution and customer base by generating profits,
which depends on the distribution/demand ratio of customers. Therefore, the main
objective of the CamelCoin crypto-economy is to effectively manage the distribution of
its services and their users.

The value of CamelCoin consists in several
points
At the end of the ICO will occur what is called the scarcity phenomenon, so that the only way
to acquire CamelCoin again will be on the secondary market through the exchange platforms, so
that inevitably Camelcoin will trade at a higher price than when it was launched.
As the number of developed projects accepting Camelcoin as a currency, as well as the number
of users of products from these projects around the world, increases, so will our ability to
purchase Camelcoins from exchange platforms and then resell them, resulting in an automatic
gain in value of Camelcoin over time.
Camelcoin will circulate among all project stakeholders, from breeders to consumers, as
producers and distributors, creating an integrated economy and local value gain.
Our brand reputation and community development are key to transparency. The CamelCoin
project will work on community development by participating in forums, participating in social
media and implementing advertisements.
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TOKENOMICS

In the early days of crypto-currencies, experiences and news were exchanged mainly
through forums such as bitcointalk and Reddit. Today, our team will ensure a presence
wherever necessary and will be extremely active with the general public to answer all
questions in a personalized and human way.
Consumer interest is an integral part of our marketing plan and has been budgeted for..
Camelcoin will also be promoted through leading personalities, companies, organizations
and events in the camel world.
A Bounty campaign is being set up to ensure communication of our project among all
stakeholders, the community and the general public. Up to 2,000,000 CML will be allocated
to this campaign.
Participants will receive them as a reward for their help in promoting the project. They will have
to justify their contribution and their identity. They must also be in close contact with the team
and be regularly informed of new developments.

ICO PHASES
The ICO will be done in two major phases: a pre-sale and then a crowdsale.
The pre-sale is the opening to the public of access to the CML token for the first time. We want
to reward those who will invest first by offering them more tokens.
The sooner you invest, more tokens you receive :
Crowdsale is the main event where anyone can participate.
As with the presale, the earlier you invest, the more Camelcoins you will receive, the more
information you will find on the Camelcoin roadmap.

PRE-SALE BONUS
A 10% token bonus will be awarded to each contributor until we reach the $5 million cap.
A 5% token bonus will then be awarded to each contributor until we reach the sale of 100 million
tokens, which is a bit below the hardcapp
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TOKENOMICS

DISTRIBUTION DES JETONS
Legal Works
3%

Promotion
5%

Security Reserve
15%

CameLink
20%

Team & Partners
7%

Project Funding
50%

The ICO softcap has been set at $5,000,000 ($5 million)
We calculated this figure based on seed funding for about 20 projects on four
continents.
The hardcap for this ICO has been set at $75,000,000 ($75 million)
As for the softcap, this amount was calculated by estimating the amount needed
at the end of this project, financing the laboratory and allowing us to go further
by supporting and financing as many projects per year.
In total, 170,000,000 CamelCoin tokens have been generated. Crowdsale
information start of token sales: February 2021 duration: 60 days
Token: CML
Softcap: $5 million hardcap: $75 million
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TOKENOMICS

ROAD MAP
Important dates

February 1, 2021, launch of the presale
April 5, 2021, launch of the ICO

February 1, 2021, launch of the presale
April 5, 2021, launch of the ICO

Camelcoin enters the market on $1 exchange
platforms. February 1, 2022

April 1, 2022, development of distribution
networks in Europe and Russia

July 1, 2022, development of selected projects
September 1, 2022 observation of achievements

ICO POUNDS
ROUND 1 until May 31, 2021 token at $0.35, CameLink blockchain development
ROUND 2 until August 31, 2021 token at $0.45, the launch of Carajmel development
ROUND 3 until October 31, 2021 token at $0.60, development of camel projects in Somalia
ROUND 4 until December 31, 2021 token at $0.75, the launch of centralized information on the
CameLink blockchain
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TEAM &
PARTNERS
TEAM
Jérémy Issa VICTOR
General Manager

Sarah KOURRAD
Technical and artistic
director

Alex DESCARRIERE
Commercial director

Sarah DAHMANI

Sébastien PEUGNET

Aden SAMATAR OSMAN

Marketing Designer

Distribution Consultant
Near East

Program Manager for Somalia
and East Africa

Nadir HABITY
Head of international
Operations
Vincent ARMENGOL
Europe Distribution
Consultant
Dr Bernard FAYE
World expert in camelids
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